Abstract. Ontologies in different natural languages often differ in quality in terms of richness of schema or richness of internal links. This difference is markedly visible when comparing a rich English language ontology with a non-English language counterpart. Discovering alignment between them is a useful endeavor as it serves as a starting point in bridging the disparity. In particular, our work is motivated by the absence of inter-language links for predicates in the localised versions of DBpedia. In this paper, we propose and demonstrate an ad-hoc system to find possible owl:equivalentProperty links between predicates in ontologies of different natural languages. We seek to achieve this mapping by using pre-existing inter-language links of the resources connected by the given predicate. Thus, our methodology stresses on semantic similarity rather than lexical. Moreover, through an evaluation, we show that our system is capable of outperforming a baseline system that is similar to the one used in recent OAEI campaigns.
Introduction
Ontologies in different natural languages often differ in quality in terms of richness of schema or richness of internal links. Bizer et al. [1] refers to various ontology-related problems like maintaining quality, relevancy and trustworthiness. When dealing with such problems in non-English ontologies, we can take help from richness of English ontologies. As an example, we can generate data quality tests from English schema data (using approach in Kontokostas et al. [4] ) and use cross-lingual mappings to test quality of non-English instance data. In general, ontology mapping in cross-lingual domain still continues to be a challenge as maintained by Shvaiko et al. [2] . The results of OAEI 2013 [10] show that the precision values of the mappings in cross-lingual domain are, in general, poorer as compared to the precision values of mappings in monolingual domain. A similar observation has been made in Fu et al.'s study [5] .
Most current approaches for cross-lingual ontology mapping (CLOM) are based on machine translation (MT) as pointed out in Fu et al. [5] . Such approaches first use MT on the source ontology to convert a cross-lingual mapping problem into a monolingual ontology mapping (MOM) problem. Then MOM techniques are used to find mappings to the target ontology. However, a drawback to such an approach (as Fu et al. [6] points out) is that the mapping performance is critically dependent on the translation step. In recent years, several studies [5, 7, 8] have attempted to overcome this challenge by devising ways to choose an appropriate machine translation for the labels in the ontologies.
In this paper, our goal is to obtain a 1 : 1 cross-lingual owl:equivalentProperty correspondence from a given predicate in source ontology to a predicate in the target ontology. We focus only on the limited problem of predicate mapping rather than the broader ontology mapping problem. Yet, many applications can make use of such mappings. For example, cross-lingually mapped predicates can exchange OWL property restrictions from each other. We emphasize that this work on predicate mapping can also be seen as a sub-part of the broader problem of CLOM. Our work, in particular, was motivated by the current scenario in DBpedia instance-data where inter-language links are nearly absent for the predicates but are present only for URIs of individuals.
Our main contribution in this paper is the Indirect Links Method for crosslingual predicate mapping. Our system stresses on semantic similarity between mapped predicates rather than lexical similarity. We achieve this mapping by using pre-existing inter-language links of resources connected by the given predicate. Also, we made use of Wikipedia inter-language links. The merit and highquality of such links have been pointed out in Niu et al. [3] . Bouma [9] has also attempted to use such links for cross-lingual mapping tasks. Additionally, our system uses a lightweight MT+MOM approach as a fallback mechanism.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes how our methodology for cross-lingual predicate mapping works in detail. Section 3 provides explanations of the experiment performed for evaluating our methodology. Further, section 4 describes the evaluation results and section 5 concludes our work with pointers to possible future research.
Proposed Methodology for Predicate Mapping
Our methodology uses two methods, Method 1 and Method 2, which are used in combination with Method 1 as the primary driver. It must be noted that our methodology uses only instance-data for the predicate mapping task. We shall denote the set of all URIs in source ontology (published in language L S ) by S. Also, we shall denote the set of all URIs in target ontology (published in language L T ) by T . Both the methods of our methodology take an input predicate p S ∈ S and map it to an output predicate belonging to target ontology. We shall denote the output predicate from Method 1 as p T 1 and that from Method 2 as p T 2 .
Our main contribution lies in the Method 1 (Indirect Links Method) which we shall see in detail next. Further, if the confidence for the returned predicate p T 1 is low, then we switch to Method 2 as a fallback mechanism and report p T 2 as output mapping. We denote this finally reported output predicate by p T and we say that p S and p T can be mutually connected by an owl:equivalentProperty link.
Method 1: Indirect Links Method
Basic intuition behind this method is that the predicates that link the same pair of resources must have essentially similar meanings. Thus we find the subjectobject pairs linked by the given predicate in the source ontology. Then we look for the same or similar subject-object pairs in the target ontology. And finally we extract the predicates that link these subject-object pairs in the target ontology. The idea is represented diagrammatically in Figure 1 . A formal description of this algorithm consists of 3 steps and is given below. Step 1 : Extracting Subject-Object Pairs For the given predicate p S ∈ S, we obtain set of all the subject-object pairs (a, b) such that triple (a, p S , b) exists in the source ontology. This is implemented using a SPARQL query as follows:
We will denote this set of subject-object pairs thus obtained by S pairSet .
Step 2: Mapping Subject-Object Pairs from Source to Target Ontology In this step, we obtain cross-ontology mappings for the subjects and objects in the S pairSet obtained in previous step. This step refers to the block M in Figure  1 . We treat mapping of each subject or object (which we denote by a dummy variable u ∈ S) as an individual mapping problem where we attempt to find a mapping u → u such that u ∈ T . Such mappings may be obtained in following possible ways using some pre-existing inter-language link:
-Using high quality owl:sameAs links from S to T .
-Using string similarity methods on URI u ∈ S to get corresponding Wikipedia entry title w S in language L S . Then following the Wikipedia inter-language link to get corresponding Wikipedia entry with title w T in language L T . Then again employing string similarity techniques to get URI u ∈ T corresponding to w T . We noted that such inter-language links are of high quality as also pointed out in Niu et al. [3] .
So we obtain the set of subject-object pairs (a , b ) ∈ T × T such that each pair is mapped from some (a, b) ∈ S pairSet . We shall denote this set by T pairSet .
Step 3: Relinking the Subject-Object Pairs in Target Ontology Let (a i , b i ) be i th subject-object pair in T pairSet and let P i be the set of all predicates p such that the triple (a i , p , b i ) exists in the target ontology. We can find this set P i for a subject-object pair (a i , b i ) using a simple SPARQL query of the following form.
We take a union of all such P i 's obtained for each (a i , b i ) ∈ T pairSet . Let this union be called P T . Thus, P T is the set of all the candidate output predicates. In order to select the best predicate suggestion, we shall keep a count (denoted by c k ) of the number of subject-object pairs (a , b ) ∈ T pairSet that each predicate p k ∈ P T links. We score each predicate in P T as follows:
where n k is the number of triples containing predicate p k in the target ontology. We conjectured that log(n k ) acts like a "Bayesian prior" and would help reject the deprecated and noisy predicates from occurring in the returned mappings. Confidence for this mapping was calculated as
We chose the predicate p k with the highest confidence as the output mapping p T 1 . It must be noted this confidence value is calculated only for deciding whether to use Method 2 or not. We do not assign a confidence score for the final output predicate p T .
Advantages We believe and argue that this method has the following positive features.
-This method should preserve semantic similarity rather than lexical similarity between mapped predicates. This is because the predicates that link the same pair of resources must have similar meaning. Also, because Wikipedia inter-language links are manually created, they are expected to have high semantic similarity. -This method should allow us to find a correspondence even when the number of pre-existing anchor links are sparse/few. This is because multiple subjectobject pairs (for any predicate) increase the likelihood of finding at least a few inter-language links. -Mapping a large number of subject/object resources for one predicate should cause an averaging/cancelling out of random errors in individual mappings.
Method 2: Google Translate API (on Whole Label) + Edit Distance
This is a lightweight mapping approach based on standard MT+MOM approach. For a given predicate p S ∈ S, we first obtain label translations using Google Translate API. Next we use edit distance to find the closest string match of the label translation with the labels of predicates in the target ontology. Tie between many closest matches was broken using a "prior" for each predicate. It was calculated as log(n k ) where n k is the total number of triples containing predicate p k in the target ontology. We use this method as a fallback mechanism when the confidence score for the mapping from the Method 1 is low. We prioritized Method 1 over Method 2 because of greater accuracy of the former when the confidence score was high.
Evaluation of Proposed Methodology
To demonstrate the merit and usability of our methodology, we have applied this approach on a pair of following data sets: -Source Ontology: Korean DBpedia (http://ko.dbpedia.org/ ) -Target Ontology: English DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org/ ) Evaluation was performed by mapping 1000 (out of nearly 16000) predicates which occurred most frequently in the triples of Korean DBpedia data set. This choice of our test-set is justified because 97.5% of all the triples in Korean DBpedia data set use only these 1000 predicates. We did not extend our test set further because:
-Remaining predicates form only 2.5% of the Korean DBpedia data-set and hence are of low significance. -Computational effort of testing and human evaluation of the results on remaining data set was high. -Low number of triples for such predicates provided lesser anchor links. This underestimated the performance and merit of the algorithm.
Evaluation of the predicate mappings obtained from our experiment was performed by two non-author bilingual evaluators with a reasonably high interevaluator agreement. Out of 1000 predicate mappings, 200 mappings were rated by both evaluators and a Cohen's Kappa Coefficient [11] was calculated, which had a value of 98.38%. Further, the remaining set of 800 mappings was divided into two equal parts and were given to one evaluator each for evaluation. Evaluators were asked to rate each mapping as one of the following cases:
1. p S ≡ p T i.e. source predicate and target predicate are equivalent. 2. p S |= p T i.e. source predicate is a hyponym (i.e., sub-property) of target predicate. 3. p T |= p S i.e. source predicate is a hyponym (i.e., sub-property) of target predicate. 4. p S ⊥ p T i.e. source predicate and target predicate are unrelated.
In our implementation, we invoked Method 2 when the confidence on suggested predicate from Method 1 was lower than a particular threshold t. We ran our algorithm by taking this threshold t as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. We also ran our algorithm purely using Method 1 only and Method 2 only, respectively. The last case (Method 2 only) served as the baseline for comparison.
In the list below, we mention a few implementation-related intricacies for Method 1.
In
Step 1, the extraction of subject-object pairs in Korean DBpedia was done by executing the corresponding SPARQL query as depicted in Section 2. A SPARQL endpoint for Korean DBpedia version 3.9 was used for the purpose.
Step 2, we encountered multiple types of resources while mapping Korean DBpedia subject-object pairs to English DBpedia subject-object pairs. These multiple cases have been given below along with details on how they were tackled.
-The subject/object belongs to a standard data-type such as integer, double, date, time etc. We noted that no mapping from Korean to English was needed because data-typed resources are universal.
-The subject/object is a string label In such cases, we looked for the one-word matches with title labels in Korean Wikipedia and then followed the corresponding Korean-English Wikipedia inter-language link to get an English Wikipedia entry. Then we searched the title label of this Wikipedia entry for one-word matches in the English DBpedia. Thus, we attempt to overcome the language barrier using the Wikipedia inter-language links. Evaluation using a better string matching technique instead of one-word match can be a task for a future work.
-Subject/object has a well-formed URI In such cases, we attempted to look for the inter-language owl:sameAs links. It must be noted here that in localised versions of DBpedia (after version 3.7), inter-language owl:sameAs links are derived from Wikipedia inter-language links.
3. In
Step 3, retrieval of predicates linking the mapped subject-object pairs was done using the corresponding SPARQL query as depicted in Section 2. A SPARQL endpoint for English DBpedia version 3.9 was used for the purpose.
Results
In this section, we look at the evaluation results for our predicate mapping methodology. In order to put our result in perspective, we shall also compare our results with a baseline matcher based on simple MT+MOM approach. This baseline matcher is based on using Google Translate API on the URI labels in source ontology and then using simple string-based edit distance matcher on this translated ontology. We argue that this is a fair choice because many recent cross-lingual ontology matchers (as in [5, 7, 8] ) use MT+MOM approaches. We observed that in these matchers, the common choice of machine translation (MT) module is the Google Translate API. Further, for the monolingual ontology mapping (MOM) module, we chose a string-based edit distance matcher because it is simple, lightweight and is still being used by OAEI campaigns for the evaluation of monolingual ontology matchers as in [10] .
One of the demerits of our methodology is that it returns only 1 : 1 predicate mappings from source to target ontology. Furthermore, in our current evaluation setup, we have performed only one-way predicate mapping instead of two-way mapping. These issues may be tackled in a future study. Thus, currently, we report only the precision scores and not recall. Table 1 shows a few examples of mappings given by our system that were rated under different categories. We have calculated 2 kinds of precision scores based on whether partially correct mappings of type p S |= p T or p T |= p S are considered or not. It should be noted that mappings rated as p S |= p T or p T |= p S cannot be thoughtlessly disregarded because it reflects that input and output predicates had some semantic similarity, prompting us to report precision scores that take these partially correct mappings into account. These two kinds of precision values are described below:
-Precision 1 refers to fraction of total mappings that were rated p S ≡ p T . Table 3 . Evaluation Results of the Baseline Methodology -Precision 2 refers to fraction of total mappings that were rated
We summarise some of the inferences as follows.
1. Proposed methodology (having precision 0.56) is an improvement over the baseline system (having precision 0.44) as evidenced by the 22% higher precision of the former. 2. Proposed methodology is able to identify many possible mappings with partial semantic linkage. This is evidenced by the high number of mappings rated p S |= p T and p T |= p S furnished by our methodology as compared to the baseline system. This supports our hypothesis that our method stresses on semantic similarity rather than lexical similarity. Thus, taking partially correct mappings into consideration, we see a huge improvement in precision (of nearly 45%) from 0.47 (for baseline system) to 0.68 (for proposed methodology). 3. A drawback of Method 1 is that nearly one in ten mappings could not be found. This generally occurred due to the lack of Wikipedia entry for the subjects/objects in Korean or English DBpedia. Also, it occurred due to the lack of Wikipedia inter-language links. Also, it was manually observed that Method 1 returned more mappings rated p S ⊥ p T when confidence was low as compared to when it was high. These drawbacks have been successfully overcome by using Method 2 as a fallback mechanism. Setting confidence threshold t = 0.3 yields the maximum precision value of 0.56 (disregarding partially correct mappings). This is an improvement over the precision value of 0.50 (disregarding partially correct mappings), which was obtained by using only Method 1.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a successful ad-hoc system for cross-lingual predicate mapping. We have successfully demonstrated that our proposed methodology outperforms the baseline system. Further, we have demonstrated that our system stresses on semantic similarity rather than lexical similarity as our system outperforms the baseline system in furnishing partially correct mappings.
This work still leaves a lot of scope for future work. Currently, the evaluation has been performed on a limited data set between just one pair of ontologies. So performing evaluation on more pairs of ontologies can shed more lights on merits and demerits of our methodology.
One of the key issues with this work is that the algorithm returns only 1 : 1 predicate mappings from source to target ontology. Thus, algorithm misses out on other possible predicates in the target ontology that might capture the same role. Hence, this work may be extended to include this additional aspect and to get 1 : n mappings.
There can be various ways is which the current implementation may be improved. One possibility is to explore other ways to cross the natural language barrier instead of using Wikipedia inter-language links. Another possibility is to have greater and better support for different data-types for cross-lingual mapping of subjects and objects. Additionally, we can have a more sophisticated measure of confidence for the predicate suggestion because current metric is based on a simple ratio-based heuristic. A future work may also attempt on distinctly identifying not just p S ≡ p T mappings but also mappings of type p S |= p T and p T |= p S . Notwithstanding these limitations and future research issues, the current study provides a novel approach and important insights towards overcoming the disparity between cross-lingual ontologies.
